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Scattering amplitudes provide an invariant window into the physical dynamic content of relativistic quantum field
theory. Yet traditional methods of computing amplitudes in empirically relevant theories scale with a factorial
complexity in external particles and precision. If we aspire to collapse the theoretical uncertainty obscuring new
physics hidden at all scales—from the microscopic region probed at high energy colliders, to the effective field theory
governing the evolution of large scale cosmological structure—this complexity challenge necessitates new ideas and
methods in calculation. Novel approaches like the color-kinematics duality and the associated double-copy construction
have drastically simplified the situation, relating both gauge and gravity theory predictions to a much smaller kernel
of invariant kinematic data.

These approaches realize an amazing truth: gravitational quantum scattering predictions—the invariant quan-
tum evolution of what distance means in space and time, consistent in the classical limit with Einstein’s General
Relativity—are much simpler than expected. This simplicity can be traced to the fact that their perturbative dynam-
ics are completely encoded in the amplitudes of much simpler gluonic or gauge theories. Surprisingly, these gauge
theory predictions are constrained by a structure entirely hidden in any standard ways of writing their actions.

We have known since the 1980s, from string theory limits, that color-stripped gauge theory semi-classical (tree-level)
amplitudes encode gravitational amplitudes [1, 2]. This is often informally referred to as the idea that “Gravity is the
square of Yang-Mills.” Ref. [3] identified an off-shell story relating these predictions, one that generalizes to quantum
(multi-loop) corrections [4].

The key idea is that for gauge theory predictions (by definition containing both color and kinematic components),
one can find representations where term by term kinematic weights obey the same algebraic relations as generic color
weights. Such kinematic weights are said to be color-dual. This makes such dynamics and charges interchangeable and
indeed realizes graviton (spin-2) scattering, in asymptotically flat space, as gluonic (spin-1) predictions whose charges
are—operationally—the kinematics of gluons (spin-1). For a pedagogic set of lecture notes on amplitude calculation
using double-copy see [5], as well as a very recent review of double-copy construction, associated relations between
novel theories, and applications [6].

This discovery has already trivialized previously intractable analysis. One recent example is the explicit calculation
of the high-energy (UV) behavior of maximally supersymmetric supergravity at the five-loop order[7, 8]. This analysis
allowed, in turn, the discovery of a new recursive structure, solely observable in the UV, suggesting that even eight-
loops may be within reach.

Beyond calculation, this idea of dual strands of weights—woven locally—exposes a previously unrecognized unifying
structure in a wide swath of QFT predictions. While first discovered in supersymmetric theories, and indeed for
technical reasons they often remain the easiest to calculate in, it is worth emphasizing: this structure is independent
of the presence of supersymmetry — relevant to phenomenological models that have no superpartners. We now know
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that the scattering amplitudes of many theories can disentangled into two weights along such color-dual algebraic
lines. Seemingly disparate theories turn out to be deeply connected by possessing shared weights. For example,
Volkov-Akulov fermions and the Special Galilean predictions are related by both theories sharing a kinematic weight
associated with non-linear sigma model pions. The entire set of theories manifesting such double-copy structure,
referred to as the double-copy web of theories, range from the completely formal—both tree-level open strings and
closed strings admit [9–13] field theory double-copy descriptions—to our most phenomenological field theories like
QCD with massive fermions in the fundamental [14], and spontaneously broken chiral pions [10, 15]. Unlike holography,
this is a weak-weak relationship, order by order in the coupling, one agnostic to dimension.

This structure means relativistic quantum field theory predictions are far more constrained than previously expected
with drastic simplifications at both tree and loop level. This has directly led to many new understandings including the
scattering equations [16] and related twistorial connected formalisms [17], manifest exposure at the level of solutions
to the equations of motion and the action [18–21], as well as discoveries of novel compositional structure in the higher-
derivative corrections to effective field theories [22, 23]. It has also begun to offer new interpretations of classical
solutions to Einstein’s equations (see e.g. [24–48]), a point that is relevant to both gravitational wave physics and
cosmology.

Can all quantum questions about the dynamics of space and time be answered in gauge theories? This is an open
and tantalizing question at the heart of double-copy studies. Key open questions reach from scattering amplitudes
to actively engage quantum field theory communities in formal mathematics, string theory, model building, collider
phenomenology, astrophysics, and cosmology. It is difficult to over-emphasize the possibilities opened by realizing
a hidden structure relating many quantum field theories—one that is so conceptually suggestive and that so clearly
advances the predictive reach of explicit calculation.
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